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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID."

WWW.DENNEWS.COM

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

Eastern and other state
universities try to hire married
couples
By Katie Anderson
Staff P.eporter

Working on school campuses
together is not a new thing for Tom
and Dianne Nelson. The couple,
both employed at Eastern, met ac
Princeton High School in !Uinois
during in the early '70s. Since then
they have found themselves on the
same school campuses ever since.
Tom said ir was love at first
sight.
"When she moved to town, I
told my best friend that there was
.a 'new cucesc girl" in school,'" he

.said.
"He was the man," Dianne
joked dre.ami.ly.
The cwo attended separate
colleges and were married in 1975
after Tom grad uated from Illinois
State and right after Dianne's
sophomore year in college.
While Dianne finished her
nursing degree at the University of
Iowa, Tom worked in the school's
roology department.
Then, after a seven-year stint in
Carbondale where Tom worked on
his doccorace, rhe couple moved co
Arkansas co work ac Arkansas Tech,
where Tom worked in biology and
Dianne in nursing.
Ten years later Tom accepted a
position ac Eastern and it was back
to Illinois for the couple and their
family.
And as of July when Eastern
hired Dianne as the director of the
nursing program, the cwo found
thcmsdves once again reunited on
the same campus.
Couples on Eastern's payroll arc
common and on-campuses around
chc scacc. No one keeps track of onstaff couples ac Easccrn, but rhcrc
arc many depanmencs with married

cheatsheet
CAMPUS

Euten al•m•i come Ht to
npport tlleir •Ima ..ter
» Administrators, faculty, students
and some prominent grads tneluding
;state representative Dale Righter
ended an event at the Uof I to gear
~for Eastern's game against the IRini.
See the photos.
, ... AJ

OOJLTY SENATE

President's cOt1ndl to •ddress
Ille F•e11lty Seate tod•J
11 Faculty Senate members talk about
.what this tradition is aH about and why
this may be an emotional meeting for
the faculty and administrators.

Pa.. Al

JAY G1A11EC

I THE MILY EASTEll Im

Leslie Ashley, secretary in the Philosophy department, and Jeff Ashley, political sciences teacher, sit in the Coleman courtyard on Thursday
afternoon. Jeff and Leslie both work in Coleman Hall and have been married for 13 years.

staff filling the rosters.
Illinois universities refer co
this as the "cwo-body problem" or
"trailing spouse," and it is handled
diffcrencly at each institution.

"Many universities use spousal
or partner preference as an effective
recruitment tool," said Jonelle
DcPccro, chair of the department of
philosophy. "The fact of rhc matter

GETI1NG TO KNC7tY

County crime increases Special

SbHIHt ........ spub to•
staffer •llMHlt lier positioll
11 Amanda Raz is in her first weeks
as the student executive vice president.
Her position Includes responsibilities
With the Board of Trustees and the
Student Action Team, which lobbies in
Springfield for university funding. Find
out what advice she has for students.

Pa.. A
SPORTS

leap of llliDI Y. Putllen
11 Eastern lost to llfinois 42-17 on
Saturday at Memorial Stadium. The
Panthers lost All-American linebacker
Oint Sellers on the opening kickoff,
fell behind 14-0 and never recovered.
Eastern trailed 28-14 in the third
quarter and were threatening to score,
but a Mike Donato interception deep
in Illini territory thwarted Eastern's
attempt at an upset.

,.,.11

Increase not Eastern
students' fault, cops say
BJ Rob Siebert
Oty Reporter

The Coles County crime rare
rose 6.9 percent from 2004 to
2005. in spire of a 3.1 decrease in
state crime, according to Illinois
Scace police dara.
There were 1,548 crimes
reported co the police in Coles
County in 2005, up from I.448
in 2004.
In Charleston, the cocal number
of index crimes rose from 424 ro
587. The vast majority of those
crimes were thefts, which were
reported 436 times in 2005.
That's more than double of the
previous year's number, 219.
Deputy Chief Mark Jenkins of
the Charleston Police Deparcmcnc
cites the spike in thefts to a few

is that dual-career relationships
are more and more common in
America, and that is a good thing."
Ira Schoenwald, the associate
vice president of human resources

at Illinois Scace University, said:
"Trailing spouses are a problem all

»

SEE MAlllED, PAGE A7

large car burglary groups char
operated in the city char year.
The department was eventually
able to bring a stop to them.
Bur car burglaries aren't the
only form of thefr char plagues che
city.
"We do arrest a fairly high
number of shoplifters ac local
scores," Jenkins said.
Jenkins noted chat some of
these thcfrs can be attributed
co the county's wcll-documcnrcd
mechamphctamine
problem,
and that shoplifters will come
enter
scores
looking
for
cold
capsules
containing
pscudoephcdrinc,
the
main
ingredient in mcrhamphecaminc.
"Mech cases continue co be
prevalent and I know enforcement
of all drug cases it still a priority in
this area," City Mayor John Inyart

Olympics
volunteers

» SEE CllME, PAGE M

» SEE SPECIAL, PAGE M

needed
Nicole Weskerna
Staff reporter

Every fall, thousands gather on
the grounds of Lake Land College
co join in the Special Olympics
Family Festival.
About l ,OOOspecial Olympians
participate in a range ofeven cs like
bowling, baskccball, foorball, golf
and volleyball. Another thousand
volunteers help run the events,
work registry and serve food.
This year is the 23rd annual
Special Olympics co be hdd at
Lake Land College.
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I TAILGATING

Students can shape up with
Wednesday workshop series

JAY OA11EC I m DAU EASTEll IEWS
President.Lou Hencken and Jill Nilsen, vice president for external affairs, talk to Chris Mclennan, a freshman communications major, about the
newly remodeled Taylor Hall outside of the Alumni Association-sponsored tailgate event at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

Alumni represent at tailgating
Current and former
students travel
to Memorial Stadium
By Marco Santana
Associate Sports Ed~or

CHAMPAIGN - Jim Schnorf
was chere when the Eastern
foorball ream won che national
championship folJowing the 1978
season.
He was on one of rwo charcer
planes char carried rhe ream and irs
fans co che ride game in Longview,
Texas, against Ddaware.
When che planes returned after
che 10-9 win, he was greeted by
thousands of fans.
"The crowd rhoughr our plane
was the players' (plane)," he said.
"I've never seen anything like it in
Charleston. There were cars lined
up three or four miles along Roure

16:

.

Schnorf was in Champaign on
Saturday ar a cailgare sponsored by
Eastern's Alumni Assochtion that
preceded che first footbalJ meeting
berween Eastern and che University
of Illinois.
"The university gor together and
thought ic'd be a great idea for our
alumni," said Sreve Rich, che group's

executive director. "It's a great way
co get rhem rogecher."
Rich estimated that more than
400 alumni attended the event held
on the lawn located just wesr of
Memorial Stadium.
Alumni from all over the country
attended, including Schnorf, who
lives in Longwood, Fla., a suburb of
Orlando.
He ended a business meeting in
Cleveland ro make ir to Champaign
in time for che game.
"This is significant evenr for
rbe school," he said. "I would have
flown in from anywhere. I wasn't
going to miss chis game."
Schnorf is a 1976 graduate of
Eastern who was b~rn and raised in
Charleston.
He works as a financial
consultant and is grateful for the
Alumni Association's efforts a~
keeping alumni who do nor reside
in Illinois.
"They've done a cerrific job of
thac," he said. "Steve Rich and
(Eastern President) Lou Hencken
have done a marvelous job ofgeccing
our among che alumni."
Theeventdrewseveral prominent
Eastern faculty, administration and
alumni.
Blair Lord, provosr and vice
president for academic affairs; men's
baskecbalJ coach Mike Miller; Jill
Nilsen, vice president for external

Health Service will start a free
workout series for students this week.
Sessions will take place at 2 p.m.,
starting Wednesday and running every
Wednesday through Oct. 11.
Students participating in the "1
Series" will have a personal trainer who
will develop individual workout routines
for the students.
Chris Stanfield, the tobacco, stress,
wellness and education coordinator at
the Health Education Resource Center
and organizer of the series, said it is a
great way for students to get back into
shape.
The Wednesday workshops will
cover topics such as healthy eating,
responsible drinking habits, stress
management and sex.
Students will also have the chance
to win free prizes such as T-shirts, key
chains and a spa trip.
Students can sign up for the series
at the front desk of the Student Rec
Center or by calling HERC at 581-7786.
- C.ompiled by Lesfie Sazheoow. slaff
correspondent

campus
TODAY
Economics department meeting
Time I 3 p.m.
Location I Coleman Hall Room 2159
More info I 581-5429

JAY GWIEC I THE DAILY WTEU IEWS
Jenny Patton, a senior physical education major, and Jen Holmbren, a
senior elementary education major, pour drinks Saturday afternoon on
the bus to Champaign for the Eastern football game.

affairs; Hencken and lllinois
represenrarive and 1988 Eastern
graduate Dale Righter were in
accendance.
"Eastern has always had a very
srrong alumni association," Righter
said. "I think the attendance in chis
renr is evidence of chat."
Righter was wearing an Eastern

polo shirt and said his alJegiance
was with his alma macer "despite
the facr I have more than a few
constituents who are affiliated with
the University of Illinois."
The support from alumni has
been tremendous, Hencken said.
"I've seen people here chat I have
not seen for a long time," he said.
"I've worked with the university 41
years so ic's great."
Although the game didn't result
in what Rich had hoped - lllinois
dominated the Panthers in a 42-17
game - he said the accendance at
the tailgate was a show of support
for a university that did a lot for the
alumni while chey were at Easrern.
"le says a lot about their feelings
coward che university," he said. "Ir's
just about the emotional conneccion
they sdlJ have co Eastern after all
these years."
A group of Eastern students play
a drinking game called Zoomy
Zoomy on the charter bus to
Memorial Stadium in Champaign
where the Panthers' football team
.took on the JILifJi. •
• •••••••
JAY GRABIEC I THE DAILY WTERN llEWS

Elementary Education department
meeting
Time I 4 p.m.
Location I 7th Street Underground
MLK University Union
More info I 581-5728
Chemistry department meeting
Time I 5 p.m.
location I Physical Science Room
4157
More info I 581-3322
Communication Disorders and Science5
department meeting
Ti•e I 5 p.m.
location I 2502 Human Services
Building
Morehtfo I 581-2712
English department meeting
Time I 5:30 p.m.
Location I Coleman Hall Auditorium
More info I 581-2428

COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS I
EVENTS
To report any errors. local events or
general suggestions for future ed~ions
please contact our news editor. Sarah
Whitney, via:
Phone I 581-7942,

!•

E.rmai

I DENaewsdesk@gnrall:com •

Office vis~ I 1811 Buzzard Hall.
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I ADAM TESTA

Racism
for
ratings
Marcin Luther )(jng. Jr. Malcolm X.
Mahatma Ghandi.
These individuals, among countless
others, dedicated their lives co ending
racism and racial prejudice in this world.
Now, CBS is raking their decades
of dedication, work and progress and
throwing ic out the window.
On Aug. 23, CBS announced that
"Survivor: Cook Islands" will divide
participants inco four tribes: Caucasians,
African Americans, Asian Americans and
Hispanics.
There's Liccle doubt on the factors
behind CBS's decision co air the racially
divided show.
First of all, CBS, along with cbe
ocher major networks, has been
receiving criticism lately for having a
lack of diversicy in their programming.
Secondly, with "Survivor" entering
its 13th season in six years, the show
has been declining in racings, and this
~tees cbc ~w ii~tic ratinS1
~St•

But one reaJty can not blame che
racings boost on CBS. Instead, thac
blame falls on those of us who rune in
to the show. Many find the premise
horrible and unbelievable, but millions
of people will still tune in to see how che
show plays out.
The show is even drawing enough
criticism chat politicians are calling
for its removal from che air. According
to ABC News, John Liu, an AsianAmerican member of the New York
city council, is organizing a campaign
got CBS to cake che show off its
playlist saying that "1t could encourage
racial division and promote negative
typecasts."
CBS defends the choice to air
the program because '"Survivor'
is a program chat is no stranger co
controversy and has always answered its
critics on che screen."
In the last ~on tribes were divided
based on age and gender, both of which
are also concroversial ways of dividing
teams. However, neither age nor gender
produced che backlasli race already has.
Given the cechniques of video editing
that seem co occur with r1.'alicy television
shows, one question scill remains
unanswered. Will rhe editors of the
show present the show in a way that is
going to stereotype the different races?
If the show's editors are ignorant
enough to do chis, it deserves to be
removed &om che air, and the editors
should be fired. Pre~cncing a show
where teams are based on race is bad
enough, but promoting che prejudices
people have dedicated their lives to is
unchinkable in my mind.
While most may nor be able co
organize a political
coalition like Liu, we
can all help co fix this
problem with one
easy remedy. Do not
watch the show.

•
1ew

WE'VE

Gor SPIRIT

Football is a game of strategy, bur it's also
a competition of colors and screaming.
The dominant color ac Memorial Stadium
on Saturday was orange, which adorned not
just rhe Illini football ream, but its fans as

well.
Competing against cbe U of I's school
spirit rituals - fans jingling car keys during
a kickoff ~c NJ_vy cadets ringing a bell
for eac}l Rojm, ~d a dance done during
an adapcauon of rhe William Tell Overture
- was no small feat for Panther fans, but they
held their own.
Only one bleacher section sported
Eastern blue and white. Bur when rhe
Panthers scored their cwo touchdowns,
Panther fans made themselves heard clear
across the stadium. Also, when Illini fans
chanted 1-L-l with one side of the stadium
answering the other, Eastern fans adapted
the chanc for their own purpo~es. shouting

.

. ... . . ..... ..

back "E-1-U!"
Independenc parches of blue and white
determinedly cheered their team on, even
though they were told to shut up and sic
down by fans in orange.
Even che football players endured
insulting chants of"You Suck!" from the
student side of the stadium - specifically
the Block I section. The Panther's quickly
silenced char chant when Micah Ruckn- rore
the football our of a surprised lllini player's
hands for a second couchdown.
Several fans kept cheering even after rhe
Pancher's loss. Panther fans could be found
prowling up and down Green Street after the
game proudly wearing their Alma Mater's
colors. Eastern may be the litde neighbor
in che next cornfield, but thanks to Panther
fans' show of spirit and color, che U of I fans
\now we're here.
Rematch. anyone?

•

The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News editorial board.
Reach the Opinion's editor at DENopinions@gmail.com.

YOUR VIEW

I LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Coded language may be misinterpreted
After reading the guesr column "lhc
Media Um a Coded Vocabulary," I find I
belong co neither che group who b outraged
nor the group who believes you're "re.ading
coo much into this." I believe the situation
involving journalistic coded language was
misinterpreted. Reporting entails describing
siruations, not necessarily going into the
socioeconomic factors of sociecy char have
allowed such a siruation to become a)
possible, orb) prevalent. Such an analysis
is left for the readers and for theorists co
determine those two rhings and co establish
plans co rectify chem (for chc reader, because
cbey have a right co hold an opinion about
such matters, bur char docs nor necessarily
mean that rheir outlook is valid or practical).
So when they associate the persons
of certain stories wich black and poor,
or Asian and rising in enrollment, that
docs nor mean char there is a one-co·one
correspondence between race and class, or
race and education.
Instead, when stories include stati~tics
like chat, or if a number of stories focus
on individuals of a certain socio-ethnic
demographic, it makes che reader aware
that there is a discrepancy in race, class, and
education. It allows the reader to see the
reality of the conditions in which we live,
and if readers decide co make an absolute
association between a certain race and a
ccnain dWcducacipnal ba~ound, it:s.no.r.
1 ,., • ._,

• •

• •

chc fault of the journalises for reporting, bur
che blame lies on the reader for making an
irrauonal assumption (much like claiming
that in all stories pertaining co poor people.
the people in question arc: black).
If there is any word subsricurion like you
claim, 1he fault most likely belongs co the
reader. Orhcrwise, we might as well force all
journalists to never cite any demographic
descriptions of people in stories, and
staciscics should never reach the public
pertaining co demographics.
I may nor have an English grad studenc's
abilicy co deconstruct the language of
journalistic stories, bur these points may not
have taken these points into account when
you wrote your opinion piece.
As an aside, I would take it as kindess
if columnists in che future kept strcamof-consc1ousncss writing in literature
and out of the newspaper. Sueam-ofconsciousncss writing seems more like a rant
than a well reasoned essay, and the run-on
sentenc~ common to it make che reading
cumbersome and nor nearly as enjoyable
upon completion.
f yaa ' - ' I Senior math maior
•4'. ••••.••••••••••••••.••.••••••••••.•••.•...•••.. t
~

SEND US YOUR OPINIONS

I HOLLY THOMAS

••••••

College students all over the nation
are being expelled from school for
attempting co commie suicide or even
having suicidal choughcs. Nor only are
rhey being expelled, but also some are
given threars of being arrested if they
come onco their campus.
A srudenc who was dc:allng with
depression from Hunter College in New
York was expelled for attempting co
commit suicide. She had overdosed on
Tylenol and called 9 11 to save her life.
She returned co school after being ler
out of the hospital co find her dorm lock
changed and a securit)' guard waiting to
escon her off the propcrcy with all of her
belongings.
Jordan Nott, a student from George
Washington University, never attempted
suicide but bad suicidal thoughts and
char's all it took for the college co expel
him and ban him from campus.
Norr had checked himself inco a
hospital for depression after cbe suicide
of a friend who also attended George
Washington Universicy.
Taking charge of his life and putting
all pride aside, he got help. His reward
for being so brave? Expulsion.
The list goes on of recent accounts
of students trying co get help for their
depression through their school's
counseling cencers or other depression
facilities only to be punished by their
universities.
Since when was seeking treatment co
better yourself an academic hazard?
Suicide is the second leading cause
of death among college Students, which
is the main reason why universities are
scarring to adopt these suicide policies of
expulsion and so on. The outcome these
colleges seek is fewer suicides, but are
these policies preventing srudents from
taking their lives? Or are cbey rcally
preventing srudencs from getting the
help they need?
The policies are going co prevenc
students from getting the help they
need and wane because they are afraid of
che consequences rheir college will slap
them with.
Students wich severe depression may
need a medical leave of absence co gee
the proper care rhey need. bur threats of
expulsion will either dissuade them from
getting crcarment or will push them to
succeed in their suicide attempt.
Finding Eastern's suicide policy on its
Web sire was close to impossible. I did,
however, find it by reading through old
faculcy senate minutes from March 21,
2006.
The minutes read, "Chair
(Assegedecch) Hailcmariam asked if
students who may have attempted
suicide are expelled. Presidenc Hencken
replied char chey are nor. If a student
attempts suicide rhen, after consulcarion
with the Counseling Cencer, they might
be medicaJly withdrawn. bur thar is
usually a last resort."
"The Counseling Center and ocher
units on campus will work with the
srudenr, parents and faculcy co address
any issues," said President Hencken
in the minutes. "If a studenc has been
medically cleared. they may return."
I fully
agree wicb our
universicy's
policy and hope
chey don't fall
under the trend
'of che harsh
suicide policies
other campuses
are adopting.

W news
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President's council to
address Faculty Senate
BRENDA WILSON

BJ Jess llasella

FACULTY SENATE MEMBER

Staff Repo<ter

The Faculty Senate hopes to
hear positive plans for Eastern's
future today from the president's
council after hearing good
comments on fundraising from
the Office of External Relations
lase week.
President Lou Hencken will
join Blair Lord, provost and vice
president for academic affairs;
Jeff Cooley, vice president for
business affairs; Dan Nadler.
vice president for student affairs
and Jill Nilsen, vice president
for external relations, at today's
meeting.
Each member will give a
brief overview on topics such
as budgets, enrollment and
infrastructure, said John Stimac,
chair of the geology and geography
departments and Faculty Senate
recorder.
This annual appearance at
Faculty Senate occurs in the

Who:
President's council and
the Faculty Senate

Council includes:
Lou Henken
Blair lord
Jeff Cooley
Dan Nadler
Jill Nilsen

What:
Faculty Senate Meeting

Where:

Booth library Room 4400
When:
Today
Sept. 5, 2006
2:00 p.m.

"He
(Hencken)
has been
a very
positive
mentor
and role
model."
beginning of the year to talk
about what has happened over
the summer and how the new
semester sraned, Nilsen said.
"It is a nice way co begin the
year," she said.
It may also be emotional for
senate members, since it could
be one of Hencken's last visits to
Faculty Senate, Stimac said.
Hencken
announced
at
lase Friday's Board of Trustee's
meeting this will be bis lase cerm
as president.
His decision bas left other
Faculty Senate members wishing
he would reconsider.
"He (Hencken) has been a very
positive mentor and role model,"
said Brenda Wilson, assistant
professor of communication
disorders and sciences and Faculty
Senate member. "I wish he were
staying on as president."
The president's council should
cake more chan an hour with
discussions and questions, so time
for other topics will be limited,
Stimac said.
The Faculty Senate will meet
at 2 p.m. in Booth Library Room
4440.

H

Special
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Participants from ages 8 to 80
come from all over central Illinois
to partake in che acrivicies.
The day scans with opening
ceremonies, followed by a
parade. Following the parade
is a carnival-like atmosphere
where Special Olympians, family
members and volunteers of all
ages play games until the dosing
ceremonies.
Vickie Wickham, the Special
Olympics Contact, said 663
Eastern students volunteered
their time to serve as a FriendFor-A-Day last year.
A Friend-For-A-Day is a
volunteer who is paired up with
a Special Olympian and plays
games like rhe bean-bag toss,
balloon launch or even karaoke.
"We usually get between 600
and 700 Eastern students who
volunteer their time," Wickham
said.
This year, the main arrraction
is the "Raminator," a monster
truck that will be on display.
Drivers Mark and Tim HalJ
of Champaign will be signing
autographs.
The festival is looking for
students who are willing co
volunteer their rime.
"(For
anyone
who

University
*Union

participates), volunteering is a
great hearrwarming experience,"
said Wickham.
The SOFF is 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
Saturday, Sept. 16 at Lake Land
College. To volunteer, pick up
a registration form in Buzzard
Hall Room 1212.
The
Friend-For-A-Day
orientation is at 6 p.m., Thursday,
Sept. 7 in Buzzard Auditorium.
This event i~ closed to the
public and volunteers must
register to participate. Volunteers
muse also be at least 16 years
old. The Special Olympics is a
smoke-free environment.

....

The Special Olympics

:

....

.:

Saturday
Sept 16, 2006
8 a.m.-3 p.m

Lake land Colege,

Mattoon IR.

To,..._:
Pick up a reglstratiOn
form In Buzzard Hall

Room 1212

» Crime
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said.
When asked to speculate
as co why thefts have spiked,
Jenkins suggests that cbe
economy may play a role.
"EconomicalJy, rimes have
been harder, and l think chat
might have contributed,"
Jenkins said.
Despite
cbe
increase,
Inyart doesn't believe Eastern
students play a significant role
in local crime.
"The vast majority of
our
student
population
continues to be law abiding
respectfuJ neighbors," Inyart
said. "I don't in any way see
them as a burden on our law
enforcement."
Coles County Deputy
Sheriff Darrell Cox says that be
rarely has to deal with students
on the job.
"We don't see too many
students come through the jail
here," Cox said. "When we do,
it's usualJy alcohol-rdated."
Vanessa
Smyser,
an
employee at Rural King on
18th and Lincoln Avenue,
says that in spice of the town's
issues, she still enjoys living
here.
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Minority Today
is looking for new staff writers, photographers,
and designers for the 2006-2007 school year

Come to an informational meeting:

7 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 6
Conference Room, Student Publications
1811 Buzzard Hall
Any and all are welcome...
. for more info1mation, contact Jennjfer Ether @ 581-2812
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» Married
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universities share."
Schocnwald pointed our rhar
often when someone is hired, che
spouse has a professional or higher
education background as well, and
the couple is noc always willinp -.-,
live on one salary.
"It's an important issue for all
che sehools and something we take
very scnously," Schoenwald said.
The Schmiczs are another
example of chis situation. Jim
Schmic-t is 1he head baseball coach
ar Eastern and his wife Kachy is
the Director of rhe Student Center
for Academic and Professional
Development for the School of
Business.
The two previously worked
together at the Universicy of
Mississippi in the early '90s. When
Jim Schmicz was hired, there was a
position open for which Kathy was
qualified.
She said the university's decision
to hire her, hdped convince her
husband co accepc the coaching
position he'd been offered.
It was kind of a package deal
from the university; Jim had gonen
the job, but knew that she needed
to work coo, she said.
Twelve years ago, the Schmitzs
moved to Charleston because Jim
was offered the position of head
baseball coach for Eastern.
Two weeks before this, Kathy
gave birth co their third child,

Drawt.acb:
• tt faculty is hired in the same department it may lead to some issues
regarding promotion and tenure decisions. There may be pressure to promote
or award tenure to the less qualified 1nd1v1dual in order to keep the other, more
qualified faculty member. -BiU Addison, ps)'Chology department chair
•Couples may have trouble keeping decisions and nformation specific
respective departments confidential Diane N
•Decisions that the Un versity makes req;u-onlQ
affect t whole tam~ An and y

BeHfits:
•Lu htrme and coffee breaks tog ther and sto en kisses the Quad
• Ondy Tozer, Director of Academ c Services for Athletics marned to Mike Tozer.
counseling center
•Shared students and the commute together ...{iary and Ann Fritz, biology
department
•Aid ng students mknowledge of the un versity because they are more
connected themselves Kathy Schmitz, Director of the Student Center for
Academk and Professional Development at the Schoo of Business and Jrm
Schmitz head baseball coach
•Sharing research projects Se.an and Rebecca Peebles, chemistry professors
•New spouse hires have an advantage rn knowing how the system at Eastern
works from their spouse. -Dianne Nelson, Nursing Program director

Hannah. Therefore, she stayed
home for a few years, buc then
decided to return co work.
The couple does not remember
any program or service provided by
Eastern that helped her find a job.
Last July, however, a position
opened at Eascern and Kathy was
hired.
Wich more than 1,800 full-time
employees and a payroll of more
chan $50 million, Eastern is the:
largest employer in Coles County
according to Coles Together, an

economicdevelopmentorganization
for che councy.
Dianne Nelson thinks there's a
second explanation for why college
campuses seem to collect wedded
faculcy.
•A loc of people (professional
couples) meet in graduace school
and other academic sectings; ic's
what they arc used co;" she said.
Sean and Rebecca Peebles,
both of Eastern's physical science
department, met at chc Universicy
of Michigan while Rebecca was

~ LUther King, Jr. Unive~ity liJJio
~~F;Att'oo
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$2.50 Half

a graduate student and Sean was
Ir is not unusual that a new
a post-doctoral fellow. The two hires' spouse would be qualified
professionals then worked at for a position at the universicy, she
separate universities in western New said.
York before arriving at Eastern.
Sometimes there are "relevant
Sean Peebles. professor of openings" here at Eastern, she said
chemistry, was hired six years and added that when this happens
ago. Rebecca Peebles, associate marital status is not considered.
Eastern's only \VTinen policy
professor ofchemmry. was annually
contracrcd unnl 2004 when she was on married couples can be found
tenured..
in the internal go,·erning policies
The two said they were more under the Conflicts of Interest in
apprehensive about working at Supervisory Relationships section.
separate institutions than at the This ensures fairness in situations
same one.
where one spouse might supervise
Gary Fricz, professor of biological the ocher.
sciences, and his wife, Ann Fricz,
Ocher Jllinois univer~ities, such
associate professor of biological as Western Illinois Universicy, do
sciences, met as professionals while address hiring spouses in their
researching in California.
policies and openly recruit staff
Gary was hired at Easrern in members' spouses.
1994. Ann was annually contracted
Wes1ern implemented a dual
from 1995 through the spring career recruitment program in
of 1997 and later returned with 2006. Before this, Western practices
her doctorate and was tenured in resembled Eastcrn's.
2001.
The new program gives prioricy
Eastern does address dealing ro dual career hires, which Westem's
with dual career couples and the universicy spokesperson Bonnie
Barker said will contribute to faculty
problems of trailing spouses.
There is an unofficial practice at and staif diversicy - specifically
Eastern that helps spouses of faculcy when the spouse applying is a
members find employment in the minoricy or a woman.
co1fununicy, but it is dependent
Illinois Stace University has as a
on each department and the year service - similar to Eastern's - char
hired.
circulaces resumes co surrounding
..We provide a limited service colleges and universities and
where we try to circulate resumes around its own campus in an effort
to other offices on campus and ro help couples find positions at the
occasionally off campus where rhe universicy.
might be relevant openings," said
"Universities willing to [hire
Cynthia Nichols, the director of the spouses] will earn an advantage over
those char do not," said DePerro.
Office of Civil Rights.
"The continuity, commitmenc,
and flexibilicy chat universities can
offer dual-career couples makes it
possible for couples to achieve their
personal and professional goals and
for universiues to heriefit from their
doing so."
Eastern can also lose faculty
Restaurant & Catering
members who are offered positions
ac academic imtitutions where their
spouses reach.
lhis semester, a member of the
philosophy department is on leave
breakfast till 2pm
ceaehing ac an insticurion where his
spouse is employed.
EVERYDAY
• Will we lose him? lhac remains
ro be seen," DcPctro said. "The
point is char we may (lose rhe
345-7427
philosophy professor), and rhat is
just a reAeccion of the competitive
7th & Madison
nature
of
academic
hiring
a..:ross 7th Street from the
practices.
Uptowner
To recruit and retain high
qualicy, dual-career couples, we
must be willing to accommodace
www.whatscookin.info
wireless internet ready
their needs."

Great I.ON Prices! ' '
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY .at.

7am
Call 581-3616

Free Parking
Free Trash
New Construction
•No stairs to Climb
Huge Yards-We Maintain
Furniture vailable
$350 per month
217 • 345 • 1400
•

It's Neverto
early to
plan for
next year
University Village offers brand New student
housing. Call today to learn more

We are raising the bar in
student housing at EID
v,rww.universtiyvillagehousing.com
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GmlNG TO KNOW I STUDENT EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Student leader recommends involvement
Amanda Raz, a junior special
education and secondary art
education major, is serving as the
student executive vice president.
Nicole Milstead, associate
news editor for The Daily Eastern
News talked with Amanda
about her position, goals for
the semester and her advice to
Eastern students.
Question 1: What is your
favorite memory here at Eascern?
Answer: There's so many of
chem it is hard co pick like chis past
weekend was a good memory cause
a bunch of all che Eastern people at
che football game, it was so much
fun. Lee's see like che 6rsc weekend
we came freshman year - just
meeting eves:ybody. Going through
recruitment that was a good time
mer a lot of people so I mean there
is jusc a loc of memorable things
chat happened. I can'c really pick
just one.
Question 2: What made you
run for Studenc Government?
Answer:
Actually Sean
Anderson. I had mer him my
freshman year through Greek Life.
(He's) just an awesome guy, talked a
lot abouc Student Government and
also he just goc me really inceresced
in it and then when he asked me
to run with him on his party, I
was like chis is a great opportunity
and he explained to me what's
going on. I really liked what was
going on with their party. So I
was like chis is ~y cool and just
thought chis would be something
really interesting co do, and I was
jusc looking forward to getting
a different fooc into che campus
rather than jusc Greek Life.
Question 3: How do you feel
you are qualified for your position?
Answer: I do have a lot of
experience oucside of Srudcnt
Govcrnmcnc, so like just with
leadership things like cause I've
done a lot ofdifferent scuff through
like the Office of Orientation and
Greek Life. Ir helped me just
build up to be able to, I chink
do certain things I chink a leader
should do like ddegace so we can
gee things done. Also just very
good at listening co ocher people's
ideas which I chink is going co be
a big part of my position being a
Board ofTruscees member and also
with Student Action Team just co
be able co listen to ocher people's
ideas and acrually cake chem into
consideradon.
Question 4: What is your role
on the Board ofTrustees?
Answer: I am actually the
srudent representative for Student
Government and also for campus.
I am basically there to be able co,
I am a voting member of the BOT
and also am there ro whatever
is allowed co open information
I bring chis back co che Studcm
Government and campus lee chem
know what is actually going on
wich char.
Question 5: What does che
Srudenc Action Team do?
Answer: We acrually go down
and lobby at Springfield, so for
higher education like last year they
gor rhe 1.4 percenc increase. So we
kind of do char kind of stuff... but
we're going to change it up chink
year cause I wanr everyone co have
a more active part in it....

JAY 'WIE< I THE DAILY EASTEll IEWS
Amanda Raz, student executive vice president and a junior special education major, puts together some of her photos from a trip to Europe that
she took with her grandmother took this summer.

Question 6: When is your next
trip and how can a student join?
Answer: Our next rrip hasn't
been Sec yet. It will either be in
October or November depending
on what the studenr action team
decides .. .I am crying to figure
out what che best rime [when]
most students won't be having
classes.... I want to schedule one
for next week, but chat's still up in
che air cause Tdon't want to say it's
Monday when everything won't be
set for ir.
Q uestion 7: How is your
executive board working cogechcr
co help che srudenc body?

Answer. I chink we are a really
good ream together cause we all
seem co work really well rogecher
chrowingourideas cogechcr, helping
each other out and accomplishing
different things... I feel like we
have a really good vibe wich each
ocher. If we agree with something
else somebody else wants co do,
we'll back them up 100 percent and
help chem.... so we're very good ac
just being there for each ocher.

Question 8:
Does your
administration have a goal char is
achievable within your one year of
office?
Answer. I fecl chat there are

•

some, I can't chink of any specifics
of which ones, but I feel thar once
we meet with the administration
and sir down and gee talking with
chem and sec whar is actually
feasible this year.... Say if we would
cake campus safety and we're ro run
with it.
We would sir down with
everyone ... and get it sec up and
if we can't achieve it with ih one
year we'd gee it sec up for the next
administration to accomplish.

Question 9: lf you could
change one thing abouc Easrem
what would ic be and how would
you change ir?
Answer: I chink maybe I chink
afrer chis past weekend I kinda saw
chat Eastern doesn't have as much
school spirit as other schools do
and I know just tharlike U ofl has
the I Block and chey have all che
scudenrs.
le was packed [with] chis sea of
orange over there and we had our

little flood of blue on our side.
And I chink chat if we actually had
that - not just at the U of I verses
che Eastern game - but if we had
it at every home game, noc just
homecoming weekend but things
through our che year.
If it would be possible to get
more school spirit, l think char
would just be awesome.

Questioq I 0: What is one
thing you would recommend co all
Eastern studencs?
AnSwer:
Get
involved.
Everybody says ic but ic really is
true I came in freshman year and I
was really shy.
Ifl hadn't gotten involved chen
I probably would have been one of
chose students chat dropped our
afrer che 6rst semester just because
I would have been one of chose
students char was board our of my
mind sitting in my room.
That's the best advice I could
give anyone.

Illinois 42, Eastern 17

Illinois rushes for six
touchdowns for first
time since 1999
BJ Mattllew Steweas
Sports P.eporter

IAY GWfEC I THE DAILY EASTEll IEWS
Junior linebacker Stephen Washington (40) and senior cornerback Ben Brown (2) lay a hit on senior running back E.B. Halsey. Illinois rushed for
345 yards on the ground and six touchdowns en route to a 42-17 win against Eastern.

MATT ~IELS I OUT OF BOUNDS

One play proves costly
CHAMPAIGN - Eastern had
Illinois right where they wanted
chem Saturday night at Memorial

Scadium.
Wich less than 11 minutes to go
m ihe third quaner, the Panthers
were knocking on fllinois' door,
with che ball on the Illini rwo,
down 28-14.
Eastern had just driven 75 yards
in bs than four minute~. moving
its offrnse at will against Illinois.

insidesports

The passing game was on, senior
running back Vincent Webb Jr.
was running rampant through the
gaping holes the offensive line was
creadng and ihere was a sense of
uneasiness among the Illinois fans.
Then in the blink of an eye, the
entire game changed.
After
drawing
lllinois
offside on fourth and inche~
n

MATT

DANIELS

Shoulder injury will
sideline Eastern
linebacker indefinitely
Sports P.eporter

mwduiels@eiu.edu

SEE DANIELS, PAGE 15

n SEE WTDOD, PAGE14

All-American Sellers
hurt on opening play
By Matthew Stewens

Matt Daniels is a junior journalism
major He can be reached at

CHAMPAIGN - Illinois proved
that bigger docs mean better as the
Illini used its sii.e advancage at the
line of scrimmage for a blowout
victory.
The IUini ran behind its offensive
line, which had a 44-pound-pcrman advancage compared to the
Panthers fronc four, for a total of
345 yards on 48 carries and six
touchdowns that led to its 42- 17
victory.
"It's hard to put up thac many
rushing yards on anybody, I don't
care who you're playing," Illinois
head coach Ron Zook said. "I
thought our offensive llne would
be better, and it was."
The last time Illinois had six
rushing TDs in a game was a 63-21
victory over Virginia in the 1999
micronpc.com Bowl.
"We knew coming in we were
going to give up a big size advantage
and they would be better on the
offensive line, and it showed ,"
Eastern defensive coordinator Roe
Bellantoni said. "It was just a big
time front seven problem."
Eastcrn's defense only made the
Illini punc che ball away twice all
evening. and its pair of turnovers in
the second half ended any chance
of a comeback.
"It was self-inflicted wounds on
offense and turnovers," said Easccm
acting head coach Mark Hucson.
"There were a loc of positives
tonight in all phases and we can
build off that, especially against a
Big Ten team. But there was also a
lot of negatives."
The Illini used its trio of
tailbacks, led by senior Pierre

Clint Sellers used the firsr play of
the 2006 season co make an impact
and, for beccer or for worse. he did.
On the opening kickoff of 1he

Panthers 42-17 season opening loss
Saturday at Illinois, Sellers planted
Illin1 kick recurner E.B. Halsey with
a bone-crushing hit. However, che
Pancher linebacker suffered whar
could be a long-term injury.
"le had a huge effect on the encire
game because he Iii up ihe rerumer
with a huge hit, but from rhar play
on our whole game plan wenr our
n SEE SEU.EIS, PAGE 14

MEN S SOCCfl!

FOOTBAil.

PANTHER BRIEFS

BOXSCOP.E.'i

Weekend sweep buoys men's
soccer in non-conference adion
Page B2 and B3

Eastern struggles after losing
Sellers to injary

Rugby team wins 72·0 in
opener at Central Michigan

Get the stats from all weekend
Panther sports matchups

Pa e B&

Page 87
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MEI'S SOCCER I EASTERN 1, UMKC 0

Raso ejected in shutout
Goalies Jennison, Hansen
combine to blank opponents
In opening ho•estand

.,...........
Staff Reporter

There was a drastic difference in the
intensity level between the Panthers' first
two home games of the season, but the
results were the same.
While Saturday's 2-0 win against Asbury
College could have been described as low
key, that was baidly the case Sunday against
the UnivCISity of Missouri-Kansas City.
A tow of four cards were issued during
the game, including the red card and
ejection of Eastern assistant coach Dino
Raso for arguing with the referee.
·He just kind of said too much; head
coach Adam Howarth said of Raso. "It's
just one of those things.•
Despite the incident on the sidelines,
the Panthers dcfcnsc bcld its own against
a physial UMKC team, shutting them out
1-0.

Sophomore goalie Mark Hansen
recorded four saves against the Kangaroos
and extended his streak of starts with one
goal or less to 10 games.
•it's a whole team cffon, it's not just the
defense: Hansen said.

_....._I

mlAll.Yasnm_,
Sophomore Brad Peters dribbles past a UMKC defender Sunday afternoon at Lakeside Field.
Peters scored the only goal in Eastern's 1-0 win against the Kangaroos.

•All 11 players arc playing great defense
at this point."
On the offensive end, junior captain
Mick Galcski connected with sophomore

striker Brad Peters for che second time
this season, assisting Peters on his goaJ 11
minutes into the game.
"They're playing real well," Howarth
said of Peters and GaJeski.
"'It was a nice goal; probably could have
bad a few more in the second half, but we
did enough."
In Howanh's series of games honoring
seniors, Sunday's game was deemed Mike
Comiskey Day.
It was a fitting choice for the defender,
with the Panthers raking on a school from
bis hometown.
"Those guys being from Kansas City,
growing up with a lot of them, it made it
a lot more fun," Comiskey said. "Especially
being a senior, it's the last time I'll be on the
6dd with some of those guys."
The Panthers' win Saturday against
Asbury was Paul Jennison Day, and the
senior goalie from Middlesborough,
England, Started and played all 90
minutes, registering the first shutout of the
wcckcnd.
.
Former Mattoon High School standout
and Eastern assistant coach Josh Oaldey
led the Eagles in Saturday's game and wu
proud of his team's performance. even in
defeat.
•For a small NAIA school like us, to be
in it at halftime and at the end of the game,
that was great," Oakley said.
The Panthers (3-1) arc looking forward
to continued success Friday at IPFW
and back at home Sunday against Loyola

(Chicago).

SOUND OFF
The sports staff at 7ht Daily
To IOUd off, .... • e-.UI
Easttrn Ntws wants to know how
you, the reader, fccJ about our to:
sports coverage, as well as local
DENsportsdcsk@gmail.com
and nationaJ spores issues.
What happened to the
E-mails should be 50-100
Panthers in Champaign?
words.
What will the dfcct of
Students, plcasc include your
temporarily losing Clint Sellers name, year and major along with
your phone number.
be?
How long can the men's soccer
Non-students should include
team's winning streak continue?
their name, hometown and
Will the White Sox make the phone number.
playoffs?
Letters may be edited for
If it's sports-related, sound off length and clarity.
on it!
You can also go to www
The best letters or Web site .dcnnews.com, dick on the
comments every week will be •Sound otr logo and place your
published in Monday's sports a>mmcnts on the Web site's
sc.ction.
message board.

Elections/Coronation subcommitll!e meeting
September 7 In the Otarleston/Mattoon room at 8pm

Leam how to not get caught up with the law when you drink.
Sept 6th
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~~~

Overall mmmlttee meeting
September 5 in the ArcolafT119('0}a room
at9'.30pm

~~Thon_
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Candidate applications lk press release
formdue September 6 •

~Sam~

Call 511-1116 or hercleil.edl
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for more infonnation, please call 581-7779.

Ell Pharmacy

1305 Lincoln Ave

2l 7 - 34 5 - 6424

* Ch1~ken
.
«311
L~nch

Open for Breakf as t
Weekdays Sam - llam
Weekends Sam - 12pm

Every Tuesday
11am. apm

2 PJ.ea!S of dl.ickSl
nashed potatoes & Gravy

$3§ 3 Piece Dinner

ooleslaw • biscuit

nashed potatoes

3 pie::es of dl.ickSl
&

Gravy

ooleslaw • 2 biscuits

FRIDAY FISH SPECIAL
serving 4-8pm

$6

B
•

ALL YOU CAN EAT
homemade meatloaf served daily

FREE CAKE
from 4-8 pm
FRI only
(dine in only)

I 102 Human Services Building
(South Quad, next to Thomas Hall)
Have your order b'lled t
Come in and experience all th t
' oyour student account
a we offer'
,
.
dt
us
. ~on transferre o .
cl 's Prescnpu
Get your Do (~~sed 00 availability) ·
EIU Pharmacy accepts cash, personal checks
or we can bill to your student account

Health Service ~
~lwoslkvam

Your Questions, Real Answers
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MEN'S SOCCER I NOTEBOOK

Peters, Galeski make formidable duo
Team continues special
days series to honor
its senior players
By Joe Waltasti
Staff fleporter

Assistant coach Dino Raso
received a red card from referee
Doug Ferguson during Sunday's
win against Missouri-Kansas Cicy
as they argued in front of the
Panthers bench.
He was ejected from the game,
but chat is nor the end of his
punishment.
According to 2006 NCAA
soccer guidelines, Raso will have co
sit out the next game at IndianaPurdue Fort Wayne.
In a game where yellow cards
accumulate, two equal a red card.
They also carry over dwing the

season.
When a player receives five
yellow cards in a season, a one game
suspension is issued and must be
served during the next game.
This can even include postseason
games.
So far this season striker Brad
Peters and midfidders David
LeBeau and Brad Earl have been
issued yellow cards.
Earl and LeBeau receiving theirs
Sunday.

Injury Updates
Freshman

defender

Chris

Pearson was able to remove his
protective boot prior to Saturday's
game against Asbury and put in
a little bit of work with the team
during warm-ups.
He sprained his foot rwo
days into training camp and has
been sitting out but he should be
practicing with the team chis week,
Pearson said.

Senior dap continue
This weekend was the home
opener for the Panthers and head
coach Adam Howarth decided
co create a series that honors his
seniors.
Satwday's game againsc Asbury
was Paul Jennison day and Mike
Comiskey was honored during
Sunday's game.
The next senior to be
acknowledged will be defend cc
Phil Clemmcc during this Sunday's
game against Loyola-Chicago.
David Amdor is the next Panther
after Clemmer to be honored.

Sub Madness
Howarth continued to use many
subs in the regular season prior to
Missouri Valley Conference play.
Howarth was able co get
everyone who is healthy on the
roster in againsr Asbury.
"In terms of playing, gecring
people in it was good exercise,"
Howarth said.
Howarth used seven subs against

UMKC and goalkeeper Mark
Hansen played all 90 minutes of
the game along with defenders Phil
Clemmer, Nick Bonacker, Eddie
Barnes and Jcccmy Maubach.
Captain Mick Galcski also
played all 90 minutes at his ccntermidfield position.

Shot Discrepancy
The Panthers had a total of 43
shots and 13 shots on goal chis
weekend, but only three found their
way into the back of the net.
In comparison, Asbury registered
only one shot and UMKC managed
jusc 12 with four on goal for a 30
shoe advantage for the Panthers.
Galesk.i took seven shots and

rcgiscered an assist against UMKC.

Scoring Trend

•

Sophomore striker Brad Peters
has scored three goals in the last
three games for the Panthers and
their record in those games is 3-0.
Perers has been assisted by
Galesk.i on cwo of his goals.
They have connected with one
another co tie the score 1-1 against
Bowling Green and on Sunday
Galcski fed Peters late in the fuse
half against UMKC for rhe lone
goal of the game.
Galeski led Peters and then the
sophomore was able to put a chip
shot over the Kangaroos diving
freshman goalie, Ricardo Guerra,

for the win.
Galcski and Earl have had the
other cwo goals for the Panthers chis
season.
Earl was the leading returning
scorer from 2005.

Founh & Madison
The Yellow Building
Charleston IL 61920
345-3623

**Buy**
**Sell**
**Trade**

..Instant cash Fast*

**Jewelry**
**Diamonds**
**Gold**Silver**

**Electronics**
**Camcorders**

Start off the weekend right
with an ad in the Uerge

**Musical Equipment**
XXX Adult Room xxx
18 lb enter with Photo LD.

W/Blnh Date
or Uc sm1c ID. military e1c.
'*EIU IDs <lo not show blnh dat«"*

for Information on aduertislng
call your friendly ad rep at 581-2816
or e-mail us at
denads@elu.edu

**Magazines**
**DVD'S**
**Toys**
**Smoking Novelties**

Pr~wl

oo•

eastern illinois university

.-....,, au,...121 0

~,

10am • 2pm Register To Vote,
Coleman Hall & University Union

6pm-7pm The Hangover
Coleman Hall Auditorium

e

St.ptmrAa.1

5·30-7:30pm Women's Soccer Vs. DePaul
Lakeside Field

7pm.Spm Study Abroad Student Panel
8pm-9pm Ping Pong/Foosba!I Tournament
Newman Catholic Center

4pm - 4:30pm Study Abroad Informational
Blair Hall, Room 1207

6:30pm-8pm Resumes: Family &Consumer
Science Majors, Lumpkin Hall
Room 1011

8prn -9pm EIU Fair Trade Coalition Meeting
N
Center

7pm.8pm New Stu<IW Convoc.Uon.
Grand Ballroom, University Union
Join President Hencl<en and lhCJ faculty
to olllclaJly open the 2006-2007 academic
Desselt l'tlCtlplJon will follow the etffHlt

--...& 30
$hu4u a._..... lnforma000
· Se··•
4.......
~: pm ......, ,...,..,.....
_.on,
Blair Hall, Room 1207

Sattccdag, St.ptmaklr. 2
1pm-3 pm Men's Soccer Vs. Asbury College
Lakeside Fleld

s~, Septankr. a

00

Spiritual Services
8am - Lutheran Campus Mlnl$try Worship
8:30am & 10:45am ·Wesley United Methodist
9am - Baptist Collegiate Ministry Bible Study
10:15am - Baptist Collegiate Ministry Worship
10:30am - Christian Campus House Worship
10:30am - Presbytenan Campus Ministry Worship
11am - Newman Catholic Center Mass
Sp!ritUal Events
5:30pm - Wesley Foundation Free Dinner

6:30pm-8pm Resumes: Accounting Majors with
Beta Alpha Psi, Lumpkin Hall
Room 1011
9pm-11pm UB Mains1a9e: Open Mic. Night
University Ballroom, University Union

oO

For more information on Prowl visit www.eiu.edu/---orient

•~JI spods
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MARCO SANTANA I OFF THE BENCH

No biggie: Panthers will be fine after getting routed
CHAMPAIGN - Aside from a
few players lose to che size difference
chat will always exist becween
Division I-A and I-AA programs,
che Panchers came our of Saturday's
game exactly as chey enrered it:
trying to figure out how good or
bad chey are.
Sure, chey goc blasted on che
scoreboard. le is difficult to explain
away a 42-17 Joss by saying that it
shouldn't have been chat bad.
Bur Eastern had che lllini
scared.
They forced Illinois head coach
Ron Zook ro make a big decision
lace in che fust half.
Wich less than a minute
remaining, Illinois had a secondand-goal situation from che oneyard line.

» Beatdown
FROM Pl\GE B1

Thomas, who had 126 yards on 15
carries and two touchdowns.
"You could've drove a van
through the holes the offensive Hoe
creaced," Thomas said. "All of three
of us hie them hard, coo."
Thomas nearly marched his own
Illini record for most rushing yards
in a season opener.
Bue without getting a carry in
the fourth quarter, he ended the
evening 17 yards shorr of the 143
yards he posced in 2004 against
Florida A&M.
, "We said qur -0ffensive line
would be improved chis year and
char we'd have to run che ball better
and I chink we did chat today,"
Zook said.
The momentum completdy

Two runs for no gain sec up
a fourth down. Everybody in
Memorial Stadium knew who
was going to get the baJJ after a
timeout.
Bur the Panthers couldn't stop
senior running back Pierre Thomas,
and the Illini went up by two
touchdowns at che end of the fuse
half.
Uli.nois pulled away in the
second half after a questionable
call on fust-and-goal (Eascern
passed rather than cry co punch the
ball in) and a horrific call by the
officials (apparently, there's a new
rule thac says a receiver has co cake
five steps before a pass is considered
complete).
These cwo plays happened when
Eastern was trying to cut che Illini

shifted coward che Wini after
freshman cornerback Voncae Davis
intercepted a jump ball pass in the
corner of the end zone chat was
intended for senior wide receiver
Ryan Voss. The 14-poinc swing
was complered as the Illini went
80 yards in just over rwo and a haJf
minutes to make the score 35-14.
"It felt good coming out of my
hand," Donato said. "Voss and I are
usuaJJy pretry good at thac but the
defensive back made a great play on
char one."
Eastern came into che game
attempting co establish the run, as
senior tailback Vincent Webb Jr.
had seven carries for 25 yards in che
first quarter but bad only 11 more
rushes for 39 yards in the final 45
minutes of play.
The Illini {1-0) began che scoring
when senior tailback E.B. Halsey
got the football for the first time.
Halsey took a draw play up che

lead co one touchdown.
In che second half, che Panthers
were going co bewichina touchdown
of a I-A team.
It is definitely a positive Eastern
can rake out of the game.
The biggest difference in the
game was the considerable size
difference on the line. The ll1ini
average 308 pounds on che offensive
line. Eastern's staning defensive line
averaged only 264 pounds.
The Panthers rarelywilJ face such
a dispariry on the line.
When they play ocher I-AA
programs, Eascem's speed on che
line should be able co offset any
size advantage. It is something they
couldn't do Saturday because, let's
face it, I-A programs draw better
ill-around athletes than I-AA

middle and wenc down the sideline
for a 39-yard touchdown. Eastern's
offense finally got started in its third
drive as Donato found Rucker in
che corner of che end zone for a 20yard touchdown pass.
"The gameplan was in char we
were going co test chem, especially
cheir young corners," Hutson said.
On consecutive pass plays,
Rucker got behind Davis for a total
of 58 yards. The Minnesota transfer
ended the evening wich 105 yards
on four catches and a couchdown.
Donaco ended che game 8-of-14
for 134 yards and a touchdown but
threw cwo interceptions and was
taken out of che game for transfer
Cole Stinson wich 13:57 left in che
game.
Stinson finished 3-of-7 for 20
yards in less than a quarter ofaction.
Eastern will have its home opener
Saturday ag3.insr Indiana State
at6 p.m.

MARCO

SANTANA

Marco Santana is a junior journalism
major. He can be reached at
masantana@eiu.edu

ILLINOIS 42, EASTERN ILLINOIS 17
SaturdaJ at Champaign

Score by Quarters
Eastern Illinois...... .
Illinois....................

1 2 3 4 Final
0 14 0 3 - 17
14 14 7 7 -42

Record: (0-1, 0-0)
Record: {1-0, 0-0)

Scoring Summary:
1st 09:29 U1 - Halsey 39-yd run (Reda kick) UI 7 ·BU 0
DRIVE SUMMARY: 3 plays, 61 yds, T.O.P. 0:55
Key Play: Lenti Jr. 13-yd pass from Brasic to EIU 39
1st 02:15 UI - Thomas 6-yd run (Reda kick) UI 14. EIU o
ORNE SUMMARY: 12 plays, 90 yds, T.0.P. 3:50
Key Play: Hudson 5-yd pass from Brasic on 3rd-and-3
2nd 13:51 BU - Rucker 20-yd pass from Donato (Yates kick) UI 14, EIU 7
DRIVE SUMMARY: 7 plays, 81 yds, T.O.P. 3:24
Key Play: Rucker 38 yd pass from Donato to UI 24 on 3rd-and-6
2nd08:40 UI - Mendenhall 1-yd run (Reda kkk) UI Z1, EIU 7
DRIVE SUMMARY: 12 plays, 61 yds, T.O.P. 5: 11
Key Play: Williams, I. 9-yd scramble on 3rd-and-8
2nd05:29 EIU - Voss 33-yd pass from Duhai (Yates kick) UI Z1, EIU 14
DRIVE SUMMARY: 2 plays, 33 yds, T.O.P. 0:59
Key Play: Loftman recovers fumble on UI 33
2nd00:28 UI - Thomas 1-yd run (Reda kick) UI Z8, EIU 14
DRIVE SUMMARY: 11 plays, 83 yds, T.O.P. 5:01
Key Play: Willis 25-yd pass from Brasic to EIU 7
3rd07:58 UI - Brasic 4-yd run (Reda kick) UI 351 BU 14
DRIVE SUMMARY: 7 plays, 80 yds, T.O.P. 2:38
Key Play: Forced fumble ruled incomplete on first play
4th14:07 U1 - Meodenhall 2-yd run (Reda kick) 01 4Z, EIU 14
DRIVE SUMMARY: 9 plays, 54 yds, T.O.P. 4:29
Key Play: Hudson 11-yd pass from Brask on 3rd-and-5

» Sellers

4th05:31 BU - Yates 42-yd field goal UI 4Z, BU 17
DRIVE SUMMARY: 4 plays, 7 yds, T.O.P. 2:24
Key Play: Adeoiji 1-yd run on 3rd·and-4

FROM PAGE Bl

wenr out the window," said
Eastern defensive coordinator Roe
Bellantoni. "It lasted for roughly 60
minutes."
Eastern announced Monday that
Sellers, che defending Ohio VaJJey
Conference defensive player of che
year, will be our indefinitdy due
to a shoulder injury and will miss
the home opener Saturday against
Indiana Seate.
"We are hopeful that he can be
back this season but we have begun
to prepare wichouc him," Bellantoni
said.
Phone calls lefc for Sellers were
not immediacdy ·returned on
Monday. Sellers suffered an injury
co che brachiaJ plexus bundle in
right shoulder but head achJetic
rrainer Mark Bonscretter said he did
nor have any furcher information.
The 2006 Buck Buchanan Award
nominee was taken co a Chatnpaign
area hospital following che game
and was released Monday following
additional rests.
"He was wearing a sling on
his right shoulder Sunday so I'm
assuming chat he'll be kept in chat
for a while," Bellantoni said.
The most common injury in
cases like this is called BrachiaJ
Plexus Dysfunction, sometimes
referred co a stinger. This occurs
when a nerve bundle from che
spinaJ cord is damaged and splits
into the individual arm nerves.
"What I'm being told is that che

The Panchers play I-AA Indiana
Stare in cheir home opener
Saturday.
When chey do, they will play an
offensive line chat is similar to che
reams Easrern will fuce in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Only then will the Panthers be
able to accuracdy gauge just how
good - or bad - they will be chis
season.

ElU
UI
ARST DOWNS..............-.............. 16
24
RUSHES-YARDS (NET) ................ 33-124 48-356
PASSING YPS (NET).................... 187
174
Passes Alt.(omp.lnL.................. 22-12-2 21-15-0
TOTAi.OFFENSE PlAVS.YAROS... 55-293 69-519
Fumble Returns-Yards................ 3-0
~
Punt Returns-Yards.................... ~
2-30
Kickoff Returns-Yards. ................ 5-113
4-79
Interception Returns-Yards......... ~
2-0
Punts (Number-Avg} ................... 5-44.8 2-28.0
fumbles.Lost.............................. 2-2
1-1
Penalties-Yards........................... 7-55
7-54
Possession Time......................... 26:34
31 :25
Third-Down Conversions............. 4 of 11 8 of 11
Fourth.Qown Conversions.......... 0 of 0
1 of 1
Red-Zone Scores-Chances.........
1-2
5-5
Sacks By: Number-Yards............
1-7
1-11

RUSHING: Eastern Illinois - Webb, V. 18·69; Smith, N. 6-35; Adeniji, A. 6-20; Voss, R. 1-0;
Donato, ~- 2-minus 11: Illinois- Thomas, P. 15-126; Halsey, E. 11 -85; Mendenhall, R. 1075; Brasic, T. 6-38; Wilhams, I. 4-26; Mendenhall, W., 2-6.

ERIC HILTIEI ( THE DAILJ EASTEll IEWS

Senior linebacker Clint Sellers is assisted off the field after the opening
kickoff because of a shoulder injury. Sellers was taken to the hospital
in Champaign after his injury and remained there until Monday.

PASSING: Eastern Illinois - Donato, M. 8-14-1-285; Stinson, C. 3-7-0-20; Duhai, J. 1-1-133. Illinois - Brasic, T. 13-17-0-149; Williams, I. 2-4-0-25.
RECEIVING: Eastern Illinois - Rucker, M. 4-105; Parsill, A. 3-22; Voss, R. 2-45; Mobl~ J. 215; Kesler, A. 1-0. Illinois-Mendenhall, R. 4-50; Hudson, K. 3-17; McPhearson 2-37; Ellis,
J. 2-14; Willis, J. 1-25; Leoti Jr. 1-13; Warren 1-11; Thomas, P. 1-7.
INTERCEPTIONS: Eastern Illinois - None. Illinois - Davis, V. 1-0; Miller 1-0.

complere recovery time could be
a couple weeks, monchs or never,"
Bellantoni said. "Ir's going to cake
some rime before we get chat rype
of information."
Bellantoni and che defensive staff
have srartecl the process of game
planning for the Sycamores' offense
wichout Sellers but have not begun

to look into the course of action for
a medical red-shire.
"Noc at all. (Eastern special
reams coach) Justin Lustig kept
saying chat he was sorry for ir and
chat's crazy," Bellantoni said. "Ir's a
violent game played by violent men
and the fuct is we can't take chose
rypes of guys off chese squads."

FUMBLES RECOVERED: Eastern Illinois - Thomas, D. 1-0; Loftman, S. 1-0; Sams, K. 1-0.
Illinois - None.
'
Stadium: Memorial Stadium Attendance: 45444
Kickoff time: 6:05 pm End of Game: 9:01 pm Total elapsed time: 2:56
Officials: Referee: Ron Torbert; Umpire: Pat Bayers; Linesman: Jack Teitz; Line judge: Pat
Miles; Back judge: Ed Rohan: Reid judge: David Lindquist; Side judge: Mike Sheahan;
Temperature: 75
Wind: NE 8mph Weather: Partly cloudy
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Eastern students cheer
on the football team
during the second
quarter at Memorial
Stadium on Saturday
evening. The Panthers
lost the game 42-17 to
the University of Illinois.
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FOOTBALL I REPLACING SEUERS

Linebackers falter as defense gets torched
By Marco SaataH
Associate Sports Editor

As Clint Sellers lay on the fidd motionless,
the Panthers' thoughts were noc on football.
"I was just praying on the fidd hoping he
was all right," cornerback Ben Brown said.
Sellers ran down the field on the opening
kickoff and when be hit Illinois' return man,
E.B. Halsey, be went co the ground and did
not move for a couple of minutes.
When he walked off the field, .Eastern was
faced with the problem of replacing their
leading tackler from 2005 and a preseason
Buck Buchanan Award nominee.
"We were shocked," sophomore defensive

end Pierre Walters said. "He sacrifices his body
so much for the team. le was just so awkward
just-SeeLn.g!iim !ay~~re. motionless."
With Sellers not in the lineup, the Panthers
gave up 345 rushing yards and six rushing
touchdowns.
It was the most rushing yards they have
given up since Oct. 6, 200 I, when San Diego
State rushed for 356 yards.
Running back Larry Ned, who went on to
play for the Arizona Cardinals, rushed for 285
yards and led the Aztecs to a 40-7 win.
'Tm utterly disgusted with how (the
linebackers) played," defensive coordinator
Roe BeUanconi said. "I'm embarrassed and
we've goc a lot of work co do."

Stephen Washington was Sellers' primary
replacement bur junior cransfer Matt Westrick
and sophomore Jamcs~on also sayYJ>laying
time.
Junior linebacker Donald Thomas led the
team with 13 tackles, forced a fumble and
recovered another one.
"Donald made a lot of plays conighc,"
Brown said. "I wish the rest of the guys could
have fed off of that."
Brown said the loss of Sellers was a big
blow to the ceam, but they couldn't use ic as a
reason for the loss.
"The first play cook a loc out of us," he said.
"That's the guy we're used to having out there.
"But we can't make excuses."

Key Drive of the Game

11

1) 1st-10, 8U20

14:55

DriYe started

2) 1st-10, EIU47

14:45

3) 2nd-11, EIU46

13:58

4) 1st-10, 1Ll37

13:30

4:06

5) 2nd-10, 1Ll37

13:30

Beginning Yard line

6) 3rd-5, IW2

12:30

Eastern 20

7) 1st-10, ILL26

12:3C

8) 1st-10, lll15

11:55

9) 2nd-1, 1Ll6

11:55

78

I 0) 3rd-1, 1Ll6

11:55

lenlt

11) 4th-1, l115
12) 1st-2, ILL2

11:11
10:49

14:55 remaining,

3rd quarter
Total time elapsed

Plays
12
Yards

Interception

M. Donato passed to M. Rucker
to the right for 27 yard gain
VWebb rushed to the right for
1 yard loss
M. Donato passed to A. Parsill
to the left for 17 yard gain
M. Donato incomplete pass
down the middle
M. Donato passed to A. Parsm
to the right for 5 yard gain
V. Webb rushed to the right for 6
yard gain
V. Webb rushed up the middle
for 11 yard gain
V. Webb rushed to the right for
9 yard gain
V, Webb rushed up the middle for
no gain
M. Donato rushed up the middle
for no gain
ILL committed 3 yard penalty
V. Davis Intercepted M. Donato
for no gain

11
II

Pass play

D

Penalty

I
•

Score

x

DANIELS

FROM PAGE B1

After entering halftime with a 28-1 4 deficit, Eastern had a chance to cut Illinois' lead to a single score. The
Panthers moved the ball down the field, only to have the drive stall inside the Illinois 5-yard-line. Acting
coach Mark Hutson sent out the field goal unit, but an Illinois offside penalty kept the drive alive for just one
more play. Quarterback Mike Donato threw a jump ball to the inside shoulder of wide receiver Ryan Voss,
allowing Illinois cornerback Vontae Davis to get the drive-ending interception.

Drive Summarr

Thomas started in 2005 and finished the
season with 82 cackles.
Bellantoni said he la ed a good
e,
but playing without
ers miglic
contributed co overcompensating.
"He made a couple of very bad mistakes
jusc crying to do too much," he said. "When
you don't trust the guy standing next to you,
you are going to try co do too much."
Although the younger linebackers made
miscues char cost the ream, the lack of live
reps ar practice hun cheir preparation.
"To go out and have their first live reps
where it is a bell of a lot faster than in practice,
ic's cough for those guys," he said. "I have to
remember that."

Rush Play

Turnover

WHAT

HAPPEllED llEIT
Starting from
their own 20 yard
line, Illinois drove
the ball right back
down the field for a
seven-play, 80 yard
touchdOwn drive
and a 35-14 lead.
Eastern's offense
gained 79 yards the
rest or the game.

with the field goal unit out on the
fidd, Eastern bad it first-and-goal,
two yards away from making it a
28-21 game.
This is four-down territory.
Heck, the Panthers onJy had
co move half a yard on those four
downs and Eastern is in the end
zone celebrating a touchdown.
Bue in a strange call ro most
everyone in the stadium, the
Panthers decided co throw cbe ball
- yes, throw the ball - on fuse and
goal at the Illinois 2.
Ea~cem's offensive line, though
not nearly as big as Illinois', was
creating holes for Webb co run
through on the drive.
It was resembling what the
Illinois offensive line did in the
6.m half. blowing off the line and
pushing the defense back, giving
Webb room co run and create
plays.
And then a pass play on a goalline situation came in.
If you can't move the ball cwo
yards on four downs via the run,
you don't deserve co win anyway.
Quarterback Mike Donato
Jobbed a jump ball in the left corner
of the end zone co wide receiver
Ryan Voss.
And,
of course,
lllinois
cornerback Vontae Davis outjumped Voss, even though Voss had
five inches on him, and picked the
ball off, resulting in a touchback for
Illinois and the ball on its own 20yard line.
"At that point we bad the
momentum and came out of che
half and drove right down the field
and we're about co kick a 6dd goal,"
Rucker said. "Fortunatdy, (Illinois)
went of&ides. For us co get another
opporcuniry, you've got to stick chat

. "
m.

Goodbye, Eastern momentum
swing. Hello, Illinois touchdown
drive.
Eascern's acting head coach Mark
Hutson said after the game that film
he watched on Illinois showed the

lllini were susceptible co a play like
the one he called.
He said char Illinois defended
a rypical goal-line offensive play,
which would have Eascern with rwo
or three right ends, an I-formation
and no wide receivers split wide,
better than it would defend a oneback set, with three wide receivers
split wide.
Goal-line plays are gut-check
times for football players.
It's the rime co dig in.
You cannot chink about how
tired you a.re or how fatigued or
worn down you are.
You have to put together one
more solid play co put the ball in
the end zone.
Eastern didn't do that.
And on Illinois' next play, the
outcome of the game was decided.
Illinois quanerback Tun Brasic
hit wide receiver Jody Ellis with a
pass down the middle of the field.
Ellis appeared to have caught the
ball, planted and had possession of
the ball before it was suippcd away
by Eastern defensive back Seymour
Loftman.
But in another strange move, the
men in the zebra stripes said Ellis
never had possession of the ball
and the pass was incomplece, giving
Illinois the ball back.
Eastern had a glimmer of hope
after it thought all was lost after the
Donato interception and then the
door of hope slammed shut right in
the Panthers' face.
After the fumble chat wasn't,
Illinois proceeded to rip off 80
yards in seven plays and march into
the end zone with a four-yard run
from Brasic.
So instead of possibly being
down by seven points with an entire
quarter-and-a-half to play, Eastern
crailed by 21 and the game was
essentially over.
.Eastern showed it could play
with the big boys on Saturday.
Bue anyone who wenc co the
game will always wonder wbac the
outcome would have been had thac
goal-line interception not happened-and if the officials actually ruled
Ellis' catch as a fumble.
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Ea!rn gotGt1he stXR1ibard early and often. Sophomore

w.g Sliillanh MirllD had her first try of the season to put the

•

help 1·1anted

Are you looking for a parttime evening position in a run,
professional office atmosphere?
Ruffalo Cody/ Westaff is
seeking professional telephone
fondraisers. Flexible scheduling.
weekly paychecks; pan-time
evenings; no -cold calling"
required. Stop by Westaff at 651
Castle Dr. or call 345-1303.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/1

Welcome Back Students! We'll
help you open the door to a new
career. Apply online at www.
expresspersonnel.com Or Call
217-234-2211 Express Personnel
Services Helping
People
Succeed!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/1
Models Needed Male or female
models for life drawing cla$SeS
ror Fall 2006 semester. To apply,
come to the Art Office, 300
Lawson Hall.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/1
FT or PT Direct Service P~nnel
to assist individuals with
developmental disabilities with
daily living skills and individual
training goals in group homes.
Looking for self motivated
candidates who will advocate
for the needs of individuah with
developmental disabilities. Shirts
available on evenings, overnights
or early morning.
Must be at least 18 years old w/
HS diploma or GED. Requires
successful completion of criminal
batjqvound check. Requires valid
driver's license with satisfactory
driving record. Must be available
wC('kends and holidays.
Apply in person: CTF, 521 7th St.,
Charleston www.ctrillinois.org
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/1

CAMPUS MARKE.TING REP
NEEDED. Looking for outgoing.
motivated student to markE'I on
campus during fall semester.
$10.00 per hour, plus bonu~.
Flexible hours. For more
information call: 888/83913385
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 911
IMMEDIATE
OPENINGSI
Customer Service& Sales Agents
needed.
Partime
l"Venings,
$7/hour + commission. Longterm great Opportunity. APPLY
TODAY
OCONSOLIDATE.D
MARKET RESPONSE 700 Lincoln
Ave, Charleston. Offke hours MF 8A-6P.639-1135
_ __:.__ _ _ _ _ 9/1
The New Rockome is hiring
waiters and waitresses ror its
newly renovated restaurant.
Applications are available at
the RockOITle office Of on-line
at www.rockome.com. Retum
applications in person-Monday
through Friday, April 10-14. Call
(217) 268-4106.

________ oo

~ ~

Panlhel5 .. 5..().
Manto's try came 10 dUes inlo the match, but after that,
Eastern had no problem !dti'!J points on the board.
•After ("'9 slow start), It was just a barrage of po1nts,• said

roommates

E'
~with a~

Valmre.
led Central Michigan 38-() at halftime and held
l'fi
scoreless again In the second half.
six tries and senor flanker
i.-l.eskanlch ted 1he team with nile taddes.

furnished 3 bedroom apt. Lg.
kitchen
parking
available.
Laundry room largebedrooms,
close to campus. 815-252-6542
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9111

r.1•11 .... TepZI

•

Despite losing to llnols. E.astem ""1iils in the top 25 pol by
1he 5pot'ts Netwartc, ~six spots to No. 20.
felowOIC schGql E;stalt l'aducky lost to Cincinnati 31-0
and moved to No. 23 kt hpol, dropping three spots.

sublessors

Sublessor needed immediately.
1817 9th St. Unit 2. Has W/D &
Dishwasher. $260 monthly. Call
708-602-5277

f •'

IOONDOCIS

I AARON McGRUDER
OH _ 8Y lHE WAY. JOYS v.t HA~ A ROLE AGAINST ~
PROGS. ALCOtlOL. FIREARMS
~ EXFUQT RAP W1SIC 9EING
8ROOGtfT 10 SQIO(l, SO IF

for rent

Bedroom Home. Close to
campus, w/ central air, W/D.
$225 month. Call 549-2060
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/1

4

YOO HA~ ~ OF 1HOSE
llllNGS YOO CAN RON fAQ(
HOW ANO OROP 1llEM OFf.

2 BR Apartment on the square.
Partially (umished. Water and
trash paid. Lease. Call 3454336.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 918
Park Place Apartments: 1 unit
available immediately call for
details. Contact Jen 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2
person Central air, w/d, garage.
No pets. 345-7286 WWW.
jwillia~rcntals.com

OI("

NON SEQUITUR I WILEY MILLER
~
fRk\\C~ )o\<.~f,
~RJ>b.\\)~

~'t;.N\OR\tiJEXCELLENT
LOCATION.
LEASE & RENT NEGOTIABLE.
5 bedroom house. All newt
Washer/Dryer, stove, refrigerator,
central ail, furnance.
Low
utilities. Trash included.
Call 345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across from
Lantz. Fully
Furnished. Call Today for
Rates.
Grantview
Lowered
Apartmenb. 345-33S3.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available ror second
semester. Call 345-6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
6 bedroom house close to
campus, 3 bathrooms. 2 living
r<>Olm, Large Kitchen.
Stove,
refrigerator, washer and dryer,
Available for the 06-07 school
year for more info www.
poteeterentals.com or 217-3455088
---~----00

bedroom house on 6th Street, 2
bath, Large bedrooms completely
remodeled new carpet, stove,
refrigerator. Enclosed back porch
and dining room. Available for
the 06-07 school year ror more
info www.poteeterentals.com or
217-345-5088
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
5

SAVE
MONEY-NEWLY
REMODELED HOUSE- LARGE
ROOMS, STORAGE SPACE NEXT
TO UNIVERSITY. PARKING
AVAILABLE.348-8406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

IJJe-Umklla1e1d
81
Ciosswor
ACROSS
1 Ridiculously
showy
6 Feathery
adornments

stripes land

in

15 A shot
16 Time tine
divisions
17 Do some
fudging
20 Salon creation

38 Couch potato's

45 Game pieces

46 Em and Bee,
for two
maybe

23 Poe's . _ Lee" 52 Infamous Amin
25_Paulo,
Brazil

Lost: Movie related VHS tape.
To retrieve tape go to Old Main
Room 2010.
Lost: One Gold Earing. Go to
2010 in Old Main to retrieve this
item.
lost: Pair or Black Reading
glasses. Go to Record~ Office in
Old Main Rm. 1220.
Roommate
needed.
Fully

,

•

,

1430 112 9TH ST. VERY
AFFORDABLE.
4
BDRM
UPSTAIRS APARTMENT. 1 112
BATHS. OFF STREET PARKING.
NO PETS 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

plus

43 Artist Chagall

21 Gardening need 46 Risk disaster.
22 ttsy-_

ff1 Two pounds,

comment about S8 Pernod flavoring
the 17-, 26-, 48- 89 Blockhead
and 63-Across
70 Narcissist's love
"workouts"
71 Runs into
42 Fit_ fiddle

DOWN
1 ~nspirator
of Brutus
2 Follow, as an
impulse
3 Comic Cheech

53 Facing a judge

4 Quick-to-erect
homes

57Chewout

5 "Is it soup

Spumante

26 Take liberties

80 _

32 Formation fliers

12 A.O. part

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

751 6TH ST.
BDRM
APARTMENT AVAILABLE. NO
PETS. WATER AND TRASH
PAID. 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

No.0725

63 Wield one's
influence
36 Daytime TV fare
66
Canal of song
37 Stars-ancl-

10 It's a long story
14 Without _
the world

Edited by Will Shortz

35 Sharer's word

FOR RENT -Parking spaces 1523
3rd St. $25.00 per/rno.345-5048

lost & found

GREAT!!

IVfli;afYI

_r

L.-....i........&..---1..__

Puzzle by Anne o.9llcll

I "look at thatr
7 Basis of
Cheerios

25 Word repeated
after "Que," in
song

a Yearn (for)

'D Criers' places

I Any ship
10 Not kidding

llMAlll.W~ 11 In _

28 Palette

selection

(stuck)

IAl.HlllM-112 Mobsters' guns
13 Pasty-faced
18 Sixth-century
Chinese dynasty
19Wayup a
mountain
¥1j~!IKIMl~f91~tr+19f-JY 24 ·-there,
done ttw•.

39 Prefix with
potent
40 "Told your

41 Diplomat's
forte

29 Student aid

44 How gazpacho
is served

30 Toward dawn

47 Kiev's land

31 Sites of hot
springs

,41 Tote board
figure

32 Classic Hanks
role
33 Jacob's twin

• .34 Anvil sites

so Mucho
51 Mil or mile
54 Lint-collecting

•

, • , bellybutton

55 Woody Allen
feeling
• seComesin
second
57 Blueprint detail,
briefly

58 Weight lifter's lift
51 Hodgepodge
80 Parisian
girlfriend

81 Auction off
64 Authorizes

65. Mes. arvlnal.
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SCOREBOARD
VOLLEYBALL

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Florida State Invitational
Friday
Eastern 3, Soutbern Alabama 0

Friday, Sept. t at Lakeside Reid
Eastern t , DePaul 1 (OT)

Goals by Half 1 2
DEPAUL
0 1
EASTERN ILL.
0

S. ALABAMA
12 16 27
EASTERN IWNOIS 30 30 30

(Eastern 2-0, Southern Alabama 2-1)
Southern Alabama Leaders- Kills: Swille'J
9, Hundle'f 6, Irvin 5; Digs: Hundle'f 7,
Vanantwerp 6; Assists: Cutter 20
Eastern Illinois leaders-Kills: Zwettler 18,
Balsam 13, Collins 6; Digs: Crabtree 12,
Boylan 10, Hauswirth 6; Assists: Crabtree
40

Saturdar
Eastem 3, Stetson 0

EASTERN IWNOIS 30 30 30
STETSON
21 16 26

(Eastern 3-0, Stetson 0-5)
Eastern Illinois leaders- Kills: Zwettler 12,
Balsam 11, Collins 10, Sorenson 10; Digs:
Balsam 14, Boylan 14, Zwettler 12; Assists:
Crabtree 43
Stetson University- Kills: Orzechowicz 8,
locona 6, Slabaugh 5; Digs: Readshaw 7,
Gorski 7; Assists: Cutter 20
Team Blocks: EIU 7.0, SU 2.0; Team hitting
Saturday
Florida Sute 31 Eutem Illinois 0

OT
0 0

Tot

NATIONAL SPORTS ROUNDUP

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Illini Open
At UI Arboretum in Urbana, 4k

lndiYidual Results (attached runners
only)

TOP 10

(Eastern 1-1-1, DePaul 1-1-1)
Scoring Summary
Rrst half
1. 1:28 DEPAUL Spacht, Lauren (DeBaene,
Vonderhaar)
Second half
2. 61 :04 EIU Steinhaus, Michelle (Brewer)
Goalkeepers: EIU - Williams, Jenny (6 saves,
1 goal against, 110 minutes); DePaulLaRocca, Cara (4 saves, 1 goal against, 110
minutes)

1. Peller, Cassie (Marquette), 14:11.44
2. Saginus, Kyle (Marquette), 18:23.89
3. Des Roches, Brent (Purdue), 18:24.61
4. Aronson, Justin (Marquette), 18:32.99
5. Stadt, Justin (Purdue), 18:37.03
6.Sniegorski, Maciej (Illinois State),
18:43.21
7. Houseworth, Jon (Marquette), 18:44.65
8. Williams, Jeremy (Illinois State) 18:46. 15
9. Raherty, Matt (Marquette) 18:46.71
10. Gauthier, Justin (Marquette),18:47.46

SundaJ, Sept. 3 at Lakeside Field
Eastern z, Loyola t (OT)
Goals lzy Half 1 2 OT 02 Tot

EASTERN RNISHERS: 15. O'Grady, Enn,
15:05.48. 19. Flounders, Nicole, 15:16.18.
20 Leleune. Amy, 15: 18.32.. 34. Balas,
Megan, 15:53.32. 35. Blondell, Jillian,
15:53.98. 41. Smith, Rebecca, 16:11.47.

LOYOLA
0
EASTERN ILL

1
0

0
0

0-1
- 2

MEN' S CROSS COUNTRY
Illini Ope11

(Eastern 2-1-1. Loyola 3-1-0)
Scoring Summary
Rrst half
1. 38: 17 LOYOLA Heidenreich (Ward,
Sommer)
Second half
2. 49: 13 EIU Royd, Kellie (Walter}
Overtime
3. 105:21 EIU Hamilton, Rachel (Floyd)

EASTERN IWNOIS 12 23 24
FLORIDA STATE
30 30 30

~

(Eastern 3-1, Rorida State 5-0)
Eastern Illinois Leaders- Kills: Balsam 7,
Griffin 5, Sesol 4; Digs: Walsh 7, Balsam 6,
Crabtree 5; Assists: Crabtree 20
Florida State Leaders- Kills: Griffin 12,
Wessel 10, Skower 9; Digs: Weissing 16,
Tomic 10; Assists: Tomic 31
Team Blocks: EIU 0.0, FSU 4.0; Team hitting
pct.: EIU .083, FSU .422

EIU leaders - Shots on goal: Steinhaus 6
Loyola leaders - Shots on goal: McPartlan 2
Corner kicks - EIU 4, Loyola4
Fouls - EIU 11, Loyola 1
Goalkeepers: ElU - Williams, Jenny (5 saves,
1 goal against, 105 minutes); LoyolaPeick, Emily (8 saves, 2 goals against, 105
minutes)
Attendance: 169
Site: Lakeside Field

Second half
Yellow card 85:26 Lau, Heather EIU

At UI Alt»oretum I• Urbana, 611

Team Scores: ILLINOIS 67 , MARQUETTE 76,
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 165, WTERll1
lWllOIS 194
lndiYid11al Resalts (atbidied runners
onlJ)

TOP 10
1. Mueller, Scott (Marquette), 18:20.00
2. Saginus, Kyle (Marquette), 18:23.89
3. Des Roches. Brent (Marquette), 18:24.61
4. Aronson, Justin (Illinois), 18:32.99
5. Stadt, Justin (Purdue), 18:37.03
6. Sniegorski, Maciej (Illinois), 18:43.21
7. Houseworth, Jon (Illinois), 18:44.65
8. Williams, Jeremy (Marquette) 18:46. 15
9. Flaherty. Matt (Illinois) 18:46.71
10. Gauthier, Justin (Purdue), 18:47.46
EASTERN SCORERS: I3. Butler, Brad,
18:59.93. 23. Carlson, Dave, 19:16.08. 32.
Hii, Brandon, 19:51.60. 36. Pedersen, Eric,
20:07.11. 38. Runnion, Brad, 20:11.97. 39.
Saxton, Eric, 20:15. 19. 41. Newton, Andrew,
20:16.38.

MEN' S SOCCER
Sndaiy, Sept. 3 It LaMIWe Reid

Eatera 1, UMIC 0

Goals by Half

1

EASTERN ILL

~1ZMJs:•
505 W. Lincoln Ave Charleston Illinois
61920

UMKC

lfD

0

2

Total

0

- 1

0

-0

(Eastern 3-1, UMKC 0-4)

ISU's failed conversion
costs them upset at KSU
The Associated Press

MANHATTAN, Kan. - For
eight months, new Kansas State
coach Ron Prince crisscrossed
the state of Kansas, saying all the
right words and doing all the right
things.
In his head coaching debut
Saturday, the Wildcats did l.itde
right.
Kansas State scored cwo special
teams touchdowns and stopped
Illinois State quarterback Luke
Drone on a 2-point conversion in
the final minutes to preserve a 2423 victory Sarurday night.
ur have higher expectations,"
Prince said. "We're going. to make
sure we have a better performance
next week."
Trailing 17-16 with 8:25 to go,
Kansas State's Marcus Perry popped
the ball our of the arms of Illinois
Stace's Jason Horton and into the
hands of comerback Byron Garvin,
who sprinted 9 yards into the end
:zone to give the Wildcats the lead.
ult kind of bounced right in my
hands," Garvin said. "I guess I kind
of got lucky."
Dylan Meier chen hie tight end
Rashaad Norwood for the 2-poinc
conversion to make it 24-17, but
the Redbirds came righc back, just
as they had all game.
Driving 47 yards in just over 5
minutes. Drone hit a wide open
Pierre Jackson in the corner of the
end zone to pull within 24-23 with
3:02 to go.
But instead of kicking the extra
point, coach Denver Johnson
elected co go for 2 and che win.
Drone dropped back co pass bur was
quickly swallowed by the Kansas
Scace defensive line to preserve the
victory.
"We didn't come here co tie this
freaking game," Johnson said. "Our
best chance to win that game was
right there. At the 3 yard line going
for two. I would do it a 100 rimes in
a row in the same situation."
That didn't make it any easier for
Illinois State's veterans, who played
Iowa State into the fourth quarter a
ye>.r ago and nearly upset Minnesota
in 2004.
"I really wish I was playing in
overtime right now,"' linebacker
Cameron Siskowic said after the
ga.m.e. "Bue coach Johnson is a
great coach, he's our leader, he's the
captain of our ship and whatever he
says, whatever he decides to do, I'm
fully behind him."'

Scorl119 Summary
First hall
1. 11:03 EIU Peters, Brad (Galeski)
~

First half
Yellow card 44:31 Perkins, Kyle UMKC,
Second half
Yellow card 48:00 Earl, Brad, EIU, 74:02
LeBeau, David EIU
Red card 51 :26 Team EIU

EIU leaders - Shots on goal: Five with 1
each
UMKC leaders - Shots on goal: Perkins 2
Corner kicks- EIU 9, UMKC 5
Fouls - EIU 14, UMKC 12
Goalkeepers: EIU - Hansen, Mark (4 saves,
0 goals against, 90 minutes); UMKCGuerra, Ricardo (4 saves, 1goal against,
90 minutes)
Site: Lakeside Reid

Cardinals nearly get no-hit,
lose to Nationals
WASHINGTON - A near nohicrer? Yeah, that's worth smiling
about. A first career home run?
Now, there's a reason to celebrate.
Ramon Ortiz came within three
outs of pitching the majors' fuse
no-hitter in more than two years
Monday, but it was his eight-inning
shot to the bullpen beyond the left
field fence chat had him practically
giddy after che Washington
Nationals' 4-1 victory over the St.
Louis Cardinals.
"When I see that ball's a homer,
I say, 'Yes!' It's unbelievable. I can't
sleep tonight," Ortiz said. "I can't
wait to go to my house to watch the
TV and watch how hard we hie the
ball."
On the second pitch of the next
inning, Oniz left a fastball up in the
strike zone to leadoff hicter Aaron
Miles, who singled co center to end

33-year-old Dominican's bid co
become the first pitcher co throw
a no-hicter since Randy Johnson's
perfect game for the Arizona
Diamondbacks on May 18, 2004.
"He came up short, hue we
decided it was worth a botde of
Dom anyway," said general manager
Jim Bowden, shortly after presenting
Ortiz with a bottle of the highbrow
champagne.
Bowden also held his own ticker
tape parade for Ortiz, throwing
paper out the window of the GM's
box after the pitcher's home run off
reliever Jorge Sosa - only the 1Och
bit in Ortiz's career. Ortiz made
a very slow trot around the bases,
pumping his fist in celebration as
the crowd of 31,092 stood and
cheered. He said the homer didn't
distract him. from the no-hit bid,
bur ic seemed he would have ta.ken
the round-tripper over the no-hitter
anyway.

Woods has best career round,
wins 5th straight tournament
NORTON, Mass. - What began
as a rally quickly rurned inro a rout
for Tiger Woods, who matched
the lowest final round of his career
Monday in the Deucsche Bank
Championship co win for the fifth
straight time on the PGA Tour.
With a splendid array of shoes
and key putts, Woods crushed
Vijay Singh's spirit on his way to
an 8-under 63, turning a three-shot
deficit into a two-shot victory for his
longest winning screak in a seasott.
The streak began in July with
a victory in the British Open, his
first since his father died in May.
It continued on a sunny afternoon
oucside Boston with some of his
best golf of the year and allowed
him. co avenge a loss to Singh at this
tournament cwo years ago.
Woods needed only three holes
to erase the deficit, including a 7iron over a marsh and into 10 feet
for eagle at No. 2.
He pulled ahead with a 25-foot
birdie putt at No. 5, and he seized
control with a 3-wood from 266
yards, a piercing shoe into a gentle
brce:zc that banged into the slope
fronting the green and stopped 10
feet away fur another eagle.
He played his first seven holes
in 6 under par, and Singh never got
closer than two shots the rest of the
way.
Singh beat him cwo years ago
to end Woods' five-year reign atop
the world ranking. The 43-year-old
Fijian closed with a 68, not his best
golf but ordinarily enough to win
with a three-shot lead in swirling
breezes.
Bue not against Woods, and
certainly not when the world's No.
1 player is on this kind of a roll.
"Tiger played unbelievable,"
Singh said. uHe made two eagles
andjusttookitawar"
Byron Nelson won 11 straight
tournaments in 1945, a streak
regarded as one of the most
untouchable in sports. Woods won
six straight at the end of 1999 and
chc start of 2000, and Ben Hogan
won six in a row in 1948.
Woods now rakes a week off
before heading to England for
the HSBC World Match Play
Championship, followed by the
Ryder Cup.
His next PGA Tour start
will be the American Express
Championship outside London at
the end of September.
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I NOTEBOOK

Freshman brings unique technique to game
Steinhaus scores second goal
versus DePaul, matches her
total from ZOOS season
By Kevin Murphy
Stall Reporter

The freshman from Springfield prefers co
use a flip throw-in. This allows her to her co
do a round off and then throw the ball onro
the field.
"le goes farther than a regular throw and
you just gee more momentum," she said. "We
need them (to gee) in the box, kind of like a
corner."

Flip throws

four games and is looking for more.
"We worked hard for it," said Steinhaus
about her goal on Friday against DePaul. "I
wish I could have the last twenty seconds back.
I had an opportunity where I had chance co
score." She also said, "I know people say I'm
being hard on myself. I have to be."

Quick goal

Normally, a soccer player throws a ball in
from the end line with their back legs firmly
planted on the ground.But not freshman
forward Rachel Hamilton.

Goal count
Last year junior forward Michelle Steinhaus
scored two goals.
This year she already has two goals through

Eastern gave up a goal ro DePaul within
the first 88 seconds of the game on Friday.
"It was what we had been working on,"
DePaul head coach John Wilson said.

"(Eastern) played a lot more conservatively
since then. That's why we were able to get one
early." Eastern did nor allow the quick goal co
affect irs play.
"We didn't wane co hang our beads,"
Steinhaus said. "We wanted to gee back in
the game as soon as we could." Eastern was
able to tie it in the second half, thanks co
Steinhaus' goal.
"A tie was fair on how we played the first
five minutes of the game," Eastern bead coach
Tim Nowak said. "('The goal) happened very
fast and we needed an answer, a spark."

WOMEN'S SOCCER I EASTERN 2, LOYOLA 1 (OT)

Panthers win in OT thriller
Eastern aggressively
plays two Chicago
schools
By Kevin Murplay
Stall lleporter

Two close games allowed the
Panthers co pick up their seventieth
win at Lakeside Field.
Eastern
(2-1-1)
defeated
Loyola 2-1 at Lakeside Field in the
Panthers' second straight ovenime
game. Eastern tied DePaul 1-1 on
Friday. Freshman forward Rachel
Hamilton scored the game-winning
goal in the 106.i. minute against the
Ramblers, with a chip shot into the
upper left comer of the nee. It was
!iWilf~r·~ &m <:iHeer goal.
~ fr feels grear. Ir was a team
effort all around," junior forward
Kellie Floyd said.
Floyd had the assisc on the gamewinning goal and scored in the 50rh
minute with a shot twelve yards
from the right side as it sailed past
Loyola goalie Emily Peick.
"We came out the second half
and changed up our system a little
bit," Floyd said.
Eastern picked up its intensity
during the second half with seven
shots while Loyola had only three.
And the Panthers had two shoes
while Loyola recorded none during
the overtime period.
"I chink our players just got kind
of sick for laying down for Loyola
the way we have in the past," said
Eastern head coach Tun Nowak.
The Panthers had not won a game
in overtime at Lakeside Field since
2004 against Southeast Missouri.
"It wasn't good enough to ae,
. "
Nowak said. "Every time we play
Loyola, we back off,"
This was not the case on Sunday.

CROSS COUNTRY

BK HILTllEI I THE DAILY WTEJlll •m
Freshman defender AJ Brewer kicks the ball away from DePaul's senior midfielder Kelly DeBaene during Friday's game at lakeside Field. Eastern
tied DePaul on Friday, but came back Sunday in another overtime game, defeating Loyola 2-1.

The Panthers were able to capitalize
on the corner kicks by recording 11
co Loyola's one.
"We capitalized on chances,"
Nowak said. "We tried to carry on
the attacking mentality."
Boch of the games chis weekend
were physical. Heather Lau · of
Loyola received a yellow card during

the second half of Sunday's game.
"Physically, (Loyola) comes at
you with sire," said Nowak. Senior
midfielder Trish Walter received
a yellow card on Friday's match
against DePaul.
"We cried to attack chem
physically," said DePaul head coach
John Wilson. "It's pretty typical for

our two teams. It's similar to the Big
East. They'll prepare us for teams
later on."
On Friday, Eastern and DePaul
played co a tie even with the two
10-minute overtime periods. Junior
forward Michelle Steinhaus scored
Eastern's goal midway through the
second half after DePaul scored

early in the game.
"We bad a cough game on
Friday," Hamilton said. But even
with the cough games chis weekend,
the Panthers emerged with a win
and a draw.
"I'm just really proud of the ream
and the character they're showing,"
Nowak said.

I ILLINOIS OPEN

Masanet likes what he sees at season ·opener
Team uses Illinois
Open to get ready for
Panther Invitational
By Brandy Provaznik
Staff Reporter

Both Eastern cross country
reams opened the season Friday at
the University of Illinois Open and
had two top 20 finishers.
Besides Eastern, rhe meet
consisced of runners from Illinois,
Illinois Stace, Marquette and

Purdue. "I think the meer wenr very
well, we followed our plans, and as
a coach, even though the runners
weren't running co rheir fullest
abilities, I could see char they were
in good shape," said Eastern head
coach Geoff Masanet.
Easrern men ran the 6K and had
I 7 finishers; junior Brad Buder had
rhe besr finish, with a time of I8
minutes, 59.93 seconds, good for
l 7•t. place.
"The meer helped che freshmen
learn and, for me, it reinforced
the idea of running slower and

conrrolled at firsr and working your
way up throughout," Burler said.
Senior D.lVe Carlson and junior
Brandon Hii were the next co
finish with times of 19: 16.08 and
19:51.60.
Jeremy Stevens, a freshman
running unattached for Illinois,
finished first wich a rime of
18: I l.80.
Eastcrn's women ran the 4K
and had six finishers; freshman
Erin O'Gradv had the best time,
15:05.48, ~d finished in J6<h
place.

Juniors Nicole Flounders and
Amy Lejucne were the next Panthers
to cross the finish line with times of
15:16.18 and 15:18.32.
Marquette runner, Cassie Peller,
won the women's race with a time
of 14:11.44.
Masaner said the race plans were
followed for the most part, and
that could work to rhe Panthers'
a.dvamage lacer in the season because
the ocher teams may have thought
Eastern was running ro their fullest
extenr.
Overall, Masancc thoughc the

meer went well and was especially
pleased wirh the lirrle things rhar
are often over looked.
"We did really well with our
warm up and cool down and
also being good ceammates and
representations of Eastern wich
some of our runners going and
thanking Ulinois for hosting che
meer," Masaner said.
.,..
Masanet said for the most parr
they did a good job pack running,
as well as following rhe race plans
and even referred ro the meet as "a
really hard practice."

